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About This Game

At some point in your life you've tried to move objects around with your mind, right? Some of you may even still be keeping
the dream alive hoping that some day you can do just that.

The wait is almost over, in Combat Tested you can fully realize that dream, and more. Playing the game you'll have full control
over a range of special abilities designed to make you feel like a badass. You have telekinesis, allowing you to pick up and throw

objects and enemies. There's stasis, a power that lets you freeze objects in mid-air for a short period of time. You can freely
teleport around for fast movement. Then there's 3 super abilities, these can only be used when your Infusion stage is at 1 or
higher. To increase your Infusion stage or I.F. stage for short, you drain I.F. containers that can be found throughout the lab.

If you like super powers, you probably like swords as well. So you'll get those too, two actually. These are no regular swords
though, they have been infused with *something*, and as a result they can cut through anything. These swords are linked to your

being, allowing you to materialize and dematerialize them at will. This means that you could throw them at an enemy to cut
them in half from far away, and then materialize them back in your hands.

These tools will come in handy working your way out of the underground research lab you are being held in, but you must figure
out how to utilize them to their maximum potential, or things may not end well for you.
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Title: Combat Tested
Genre: Action
Developer:
Buckethead Entertainment
Publisher:
Buckethead Entertainment
Release Date: 23 Mar, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Intel® Core™ i5-4590/AMD FX™ 8350 or equivalent

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA® GeForce® GTX 970, AMD Radeon™ R9 290 or equivalent

Storage: 5 GB available space

Sound Card: -

English
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This is a game about a blob fighting racism

in case you didn't know this review is a joke. Quick facts:
No janky physics or weird bugs.
Appealing voxel-style characters.
Fantastic bullet-time gameplay.
I turned a river of rats into a river of blood.
Might be a bit short, but a lot of VR games are.

Check out our gameplay video here: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bIZU3qH0C4M

Love what I've played so far. I stripped people. I saved people. I stabbed people. I grabbed bullets out of the air and turned them
around at the people who shot them.

I'm not really sure how long the game is, but this is one of the most polished and well-designed VR games I've played in awhile.
Would solidly recommend.. Attempting to get into the "Options" menu does not work. Is there a fix? This game has been out for
2 years now, and it seems that you've had plenty of time to work out any bugs. I wouldn't recommend this game in its' current
form.. Harder than Japan, in the embrace of nature. And amazing crab helper dude.. Decent time killer, nothing above that...
Can be frustrating at times, and voice of main character (and his sentences) are awful...
Either way, can recommend it for a few hours of soundless fun :). You`ll love it.
Then you`ll bash your head against the keyboard in rage multiple times (in between 10% and 90% of the game).
Then you`ll love it again.
Then you`ll quickly and suddenly feel like something is still missing.. This game was pretty great! I've payed a few hidden
object games before, and one of the appeals is that most are free. This is worth the purchase because there is a bit more to it
than the standard hidden object. Find out for yourself when you purchase it!. I've only played the first world so far. The art style
is probably better than the dungeon games... but the gameplay is still bad. You just run around beating up small enemies,
collecting coins, leveling up, etc. The game has ~4 main worlds, with 6-7 levels in each world. The levels are floating golf
courses, the enemies change slightly between levels... but it really feels like a chore. Movement is clunky. You come to a stop
after rolling, making zelda-roll style traveling impossible, and annoying when you try.

Finn has two attacks, and Jake has a punch and a block button.

Skip until it's free or near it.. this game is awesome i like it, the sound its scary and graphics its great im looking for the next
chapter ,,,,,
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Okay a review, firstly there are those that complain (wrongly or rightly) about the full price of a 'normal' route, that being
\u00a324.99, and of course it depends on how big\/how complex\/how detailed those routes are. The recent Teesdale route is a
good example, a decent sized route with good complexity and nice scenery, so the price tag could be justified, However, when
developers start to produce routes like China Clay, which are mainly very small, and used primarily for shunting etc. I think that
\u00a315 is perhaps only justified if the detail on the route itself is pretty enough to generate longevity in what may quickly
become boring.

In this case I can't honestly say that this applies here. As much as I want to enjoy this route there are some major flaws, and not
just in the route itself, but also the scenarios. The detail on the route is okay, but lacks 3D trees to give it depth and detail, and
the distant scenery isn't wonderful. The night lighting is extremely sparse and needs work which leads me onto the scenarios, or
two in particular; Tavistock mixed clay, and the dark evenings are drawing in. It is virtually impossible to see anything out of the
cab on both these scenarios (and given the lack of decent exterior lights on the BR loco), which renders the scenario utterly dull
and pointless. Some buildings such as the loco shed only have exterior graphics and are not fully rendered in 3D, so on one
scenario (I think it's 'blazing a trail'), you literally have to drive the wagons into a non interior rendered building, very poor
indeed.

To sum up, it needs a bit of extra attention to bring this up to scratch, or reduce the price. For \u00a310 more you could get the
wonderfullly detailed Western Lines Of Scotland,far far superior. A shame really.. A charming read. Plenty of screenshots to be
snapped. The art style is so cute along with the boys to choose from. I fell for Ryan my first play through. (that wasnt alone
ending) Catch it while it goes on sale. Its a good buy.. When you can't afford csgo. 2/10. I'm 6 missions in and my advice is to
wait until it gets out of Early Access to see if it's worth buying. There are some minor design issues and one major bug that
killed it for me.

My big issue:
I put close to 4 or 5 hours into this game (plus forgetting it was running in the background for 12+), but I spent a lot of that time
restarting missions because of a bug where the game would get "stuck" on the last building I built, preventing me from building
more buildings. It's not such a big deal when it happens early in a mission, but when it happens as you're preparing for the last
wave of enemies, it's maddening. This is an absolute game-ruining bug for me.

A frustrating, but not game-ruining issue is the way building status indicators occlude units and other buildings, making it
difficult to select the correct building/unit. I wish the developer had allowed the player to shift into even more of a top-down
perspective; even setting the view angle as high as possible, you're still stuck frequently rotating the camera around.

In terms of overall gameplay, it feels like this game rewards perfect execution, not on-the-fly adaptation. The success of a
mission can hinge on the correct placement of a single tower or the use of a special weapon at exactly the right time. It can feel
like you're trying to execute a script perfectly instead of reacting to what's being thrown at you.

The game really tries to force you into playing in real-time mode. You're unable to issue commands when the game is paused.
There's a slow-motion mode, but when it's active, your field of view is limited and scrolling is slowed significantly. I think it's a
challenging twist, but people who like the ability to pause and issue a batch of commands might not.

I would've preferred a little more in-game guidance as well. Completing a mission with a perfect rating will earn beneficial
perks that you can choose for future missions. I only discovered the perk mechanic existed when I got frustrated with a mission
and decided to replay earlier missions for the perfect achievement. Once I had a few perks to choose from, the mission that I
failed repeatedly was a piece of cake. It's such a vital part of the game; it would've been nice to know about perks before I
played a mission over and over.. If you are looking for a narrative driven puzzle game, this is the game for you.
It reminds me of "The Turing Test" or "Q.U.B.E", but I liked the narrative here better.. The game it all around very good. Great
graphics, smart game mechanics. Looking forward to the finished product.
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